“At **CNM** people cared.
2012 marks the twentieth anniversary of the CNM Foundation. Reorganized in 1992, then TVI-Foundation Board President, Phillip Gonzales and other members of the CNM Foundation Board of Directors developed a mission statement that lives on today. We are grateful to the many business and community leaders who have led the success of the CNM Foundation.

**CNM Foundation Board Presidents**

- Phillip Gonzales, 1991
- Greg Finley, 1992
- Herb L. Pitts, 1994
- Marilyn O’Leary, 1995
- William Schuler, 1996
- Douglas Bosomworth, 1998
- Terri Cole, 2000
- Vaden Bales, 2002
- Jennifer Thomas, 2004
- Jim Higdon, 2006
- Glenn Wertheim, 2008
- JJ Parsons, 2010

In this anniversary year, we honor our history and past donors and look to the future to continue to develop resources to help New Mexicans stay on track with their education and workforce goals and find meaningful employment. Thank you for your support over the years of our College and most importantly, our students.
Changing Lives, Building Community

The Changing Lives, Building Community Fund helps the CNM Foundation build capacity to provide support for Central New Mexico Community College and the educational dreams of our students. This corporate recognition program allows the CNM Foundation to continue its belief that every dollar invested in the Foundation is a true investment in CNM students as the Foundation does not assume a portion of any gift given nor are any administrative costs assessed.

We are grateful to the following corporate partners who assist us in our mission to provide the extra assistance students need to obtain the quality educational opportunities they deserve.
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Dear CNM Foundation Supporters,

First, I want to express my tremendous appreciation for the CNM Foundation and all of the wonderful donors and Foundation Board members who enrich our community by choosing to support the success of CNM students. Your amazing support of our students goes such a long way in improving the quality of life in our community.

Over the past year, in New Mexico and across the country, increased focus has been placed on the need to improve graduation and retention rates in higher education. At CNM, we have made impressive strides in recent years to improve in these areas, and we are continuing our efforts to make greater progress in the future.

The CNM Foundation has been a terrific supporter of these efforts, and it has found innovative ways to help more of our students succeed in their educational pursuits.

In 2011, the Foundation launched the Milestone Fund, an innovative performance-based scholarship designed to increase financial support to low-income students while also providing added incentive to stay in school and graduate. Many studies have clearly demonstrated that cost is the most significant hurdle that students face when pursuing a college education. Although there are traditional financial supports in place, such as federal financial aid, too many low-income students are still unable to make ends meet.

Recipients of the Milestone scholarship must meet certain stipulations, such as reaching progressively higher GPAs each term, before receiving the next scholarship installment, providing added motivation to perform well and continue advancing toward a degree.

The Foundation has also expanded the groundbreaking Success Scholarships. These scholarships provide extra incentive for students to cross the finish line and graduate. Upon graduation, scholarship recipients receive funds that can be used to purchase tools or pay for professional certification exams that might be required to gain employment in their career field of choice. The funds can also be used for textbooks if the student plans to further his or her education.

In the past year, the Foundation has also significantly increased funding for the nationally acclaimed Rust Opportunity Scholarship, which provides emergency financial assistance to students facing unforeseen financial difficulties. This scholarship has been remarkably successful in helping students overcome daunting challenges to stay in school and stay on track to graduate.

These efforts contribute greatly to CNM’s overarching goals to improve our retention and graduation rates. And they are just a few shining examples of how the CNM Foundation supports the advancement of students, the advancement of CNM and the advancement of our community.

To our CNM Foundation staff led by Executive Director Lisa McCulloch, to our Foundation Board members and everyone who generously donates to the CNM Foundation, thank you so much for your support of our students and our college. Thanks for everything you do to help advance CNM’s Vision of “Changing Lives, Building Community.”

Sincerely,

Dr. Katharine W. Winograd

CNM President

CNM Governing Board Members (as of June 2011)

Robert P. Matteucci, Chair
Penelope S. Holbrook, Vice Chair
Dr. John Mondragon*, Secretary
Mike DeWitte
Blair L. Kaufman
Deborah Moore
Mark Armijo

* In memoriam
Dear Friends of the CNM Foundation,

As we mark the 20th anniversary of the CNM Foundation in 2012, I would like to thank the community for its continued support and update you on our advances during the past year. Involvement and investment from local volunteers, donors, and sponsors have helped the College continue to provide opportunities to students and to produce a skilled workforce for the state.

Progress during 2011 marked a fitting end to the first two decades of the Foundation’s work. Last year our fundraising goal for internal scholarships and campaigns was $1.2 million and I am happy to report that we were able to surpass that by raising $1.4 million for the Foundation. In addition to those internal campaigns, the CNM Foundation garners significant funding for the College as well. In 2011, fundraising for the College included support to expand Making Money Work, a dual-credit financial literacy course offered in more than 50 New Mexico high schools.

I was struck by the rippling benefits of this program while listening to CNM student Randi Waddell speak at our 2011 Donor Appreciation Dinner. Randi took Making Money Work during her senior year of high school and is now attending CNM. She credited the course with helping her understand the financial costs involved in higher education and how to save for expenses and manage money while in school. As she sums up:

“I honestly did not think I could make my dreams of obtaining a Pharmacy Degree come true without the life lessons I learned from this course as well as the help I am still receiving from CNM. I am very grateful for everything that I am getting from the College.”

Additionally, the CNM Foundation secured $2.1 million in grants from the W.K. Kellogg and Kresge Foundations for the College’s CNM Connect service, a one-stop source for information and assistance needed by students. CNM Connect is the type of powerful student support system that helps students like Randi navigate school, access academic and financial help, and plan for their futures.

Aside from raising funds, the Foundation staff and board have been working to advance the organization. Our board of directors has spent the past two years assessing the CNM Foundation successes from the past two decades and determining what is needed to be as relative and helpful to the College and students as possible. We restructured business and financial systems, reorganized staff roles and responsibilities, and enacted a strategic plan to guide the board and Foundation direction for 2012 and beyond.

One of the main pillars of our plan is to increase endowed funds. Endowments provide a lasting and stable base of support, which allows the CNM Foundation to be responsive to emerging needs of students and the College. I hope that you will enjoy reading about those for whom CNM Foundation endowments were established: community leaders, quiet heroes, captains of industry, loved ones, and caring businesses.

Warmly,

JJ Parsons
President, CNM Foundation Board of Directors
2010-2011 Board of Directors
(as of June 2011)

Officers

President
JJ Parsons, Vice President, Performance Excellence, Presbyterian Healthcare Services

Vice President
Diane Harrison Ogawa, Executive Director, PNM Resources Foundation

Treasurer
Kathy Ulibarri, Vice President, Planning, Budget and Institutional Research, CNM

Secretary
Lisa McCulloch, Executive Director, CNM Foundation

Directors
Sally Adams, Clear Channel Outdoor
Steven Anaya, Realtors Association of New Mexico
Tom Briones, Wallin & Briones Law Firm, LLC
Bruce Bebee, Wells Fargo
Ross W. Busby, Bank of the West
Luisa Casso, Coca-Cola Enterprises
Adrian Chavez, Pepsi Beverages Company
Regina Chavez, Creative Albuquerque
Brad Clevenger, Emcore
Roger Cook, Intel Corporation
Dale Dekker, Dekker/Perich/Sabatini Ltd.
Ed Garcia, Garcia Automotive Group
David Grievess, Chavez Grievess Consulting Engineers Inc.
Ann Lerner, Albuquerque City Film Office
Senator Linda López, López Consulting
Natasha Martell, Intel
Sherman McCorkle, Sandia Science and Technology Park
Dave Melton, Sacred Power Corporation
Kirk Meyer, Don Chalmers Ford
Janice Micali, Retired CNM Administrator
Stuart Paisano, Paisano & Associates, LLC
Peter Parnegg, Coldwell Banker Legacy
Don Power, Jaynes Corporation
Michael Ragsdale, U.S. New Mexico Federal Credit Union
Nancy Salem, New Mexico Business Weekly
Jessie Salk, TriCore Reference Laboratories
Angie Samperi-Baca, First Community Bank
James B. Smith, Bank of America
Ray Smith, Klinger Constructors
Joseph Varro Jr., DSRM National Bank
Kathie Winograd, CNM

To receive an award is humbling and a great honor. CNM students are extremely lucky to have such a program available to them.

— Angela D. Chavez, Rust Scholarship Recipient
Thanks for the memories... A LEGACY OF INVESTING IN STUDENT SUCCESS

The CNM Foundation is grateful for the following endowments benefiting CNM students and programs.

Alfred A. Abbott Scholarship Endowment
Carl and Linda Alongi Scholarship Endowment
Associated General Contractors Scholarship Endowment in honor of Robert J. Stamm
Richard and Linda Barr Scholarship Endowment
Noel D. and Frances C. Behne Scholarship Endowment
Jon Bentley Memorial Endowment
Bosomworth Workforce Scholarship Endowment
Fred C. and Priscilla M. Bottom Scholarship Endowment
Boye Success Award Endowment
Century Sign Builders Scholarship Endowment
CHSS Art Scholarship Endowment
CNM Alumni Scholarship Endowment
CNM Minority Scholarship Endowment
Wilhelmina Neat Coe/Peace Foundation, Inc. Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Construction Specification Institute Scholarship Endowment
Culinary Arts Scholarship Endowment
CVI Laser Photonics Scholarship Endowment
Dorothy Sue’s GED Scholarship Endowment
DSRM National Bank Scholarship Endowment
Chester French and Diana Stewart Presidential Scholarship Endowment
Garcia Automotive Group Scholarship Endowment
Phillip Gonzales Scholarship Endowment
Adelina Gonzales-Vigil Scholarship Endowment
Della and Floyd Hampton Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Fred Hawker Scholarship Endowment
Jim R. Higdon Scholarship Endowment
W.D. Hollingworth Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Lovelace Scholarship Endowment
Carrie G. Lund Memorial/Organ Donation Awareness Scholarship Endowment
George J. Maloof Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Heather Mara Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Audrey A. Martinez and Paul A. Getz Scholarship Endowment
Ted F. Martinez Scholarship Endowment
Sherman and Cathy McCorkle Workforce Training Center Endowment
Dr. Janice E. Micali Scholarship Endowment
Modrall Sperling Law Firm Business Occupations Scholarship Endowment
Frances R. Moore Memorial Scholarship Endowment
New Mexico Educational Assistance Foundation/ New Mexico Student Loan Guarantee Corporation Scholarship Endowment
New Mexico Facility Managers Association Scholarship Endowment
New Mexico Land Title Association/Chili Currier Scholarship Endowment
Mark Pardo Salo Endowed Scholarship in honor of A.J. “Pardo” Gonzales
Aaron Parker Lockwood Scholarship Endowment
William R. Park and Charles Saiz Scholarship and Equipment Endowments
PNM Renewable Technology Success Award Endowment
Eloy Reyes Title V Memorial Scholarship Endowment
David Rhutasel Scholarship Endowment
Rodey Law Firm Scholarship Endowment
Jack and Donna Rust Opportunity Scholarship Endowment
Ameay P. Sanchez Scholarship Endowment
Phil C. Sanchez Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Sandia Foundation Scholarship Endowment
Barbara Silva Book/Tool Scholarship Endowment
Judith Adina Simon Scholarship Endowment
James P. Toler Scholarship Endowment
TRW Space and Defense Scholarship Endowment
VK Memorial Scholarship Endowment
Ann and Peter Ziegler Scholarship Endowment
The highlight of 1996 was when the then TVI Foundation received a million dollar gift from the Peace Foundation. Established by the late Wilhelmina Coe in 1957, the Peace Foundation’s purpose was “to assist and financially aid people and organizations in the broadest and most helpful manner.”

The Wilhelmina Neat Coe/Peace Foundation Inc. Memorial Scholarship Endowment has assisted countless CNM students with special needs; with some scholarships being set aside for students transferring to a four-year institution. The Peace Foundation’s funds came from the sale of land owned by Mrs. Coe and willed to the Foundation in 1970. Of the total $7 million dispersed to benefit area organizations, the then TVI Foundation received the largest grant dispersed by the Peace Foundation. The financial adviser to the Peace Foundation, Joe Badal, then said, “We felt strongly about the TVI Foundation because through education, it’s had a positive impact on so many people. They’ve delivered education in an inspirational, supportive fashion.”

The Wilhelmina Neat Coe/Peace Foundation Inc. Memorial Scholarship is hailed as the largest individual gift in the CNM Foundation’s history and drew wide attention to the institution’s work and the CNM Foundation.
CNM is one of the top 50 colleges nationwide for total Hispanic enrollment, with 37% of enrolled students being Hispanic. Of these students, almost half are first-generation college students, and over 1/3 are both first-generation and low-income college students. Recognizing the large impact that CNM has on this student population, Premier Distributing responded with a matching endowment to the Department of Education Title V grant to honor the memory of Eloy Reyes, one of the company’s partners. One of the state’s prominent Hispanic business people and a staunch advocate of higher education—especially for Hispanic youth—Eloy also served as president of the New Mexico Alliance for Hispanic Education.

The creation of a scholarship endowment in Eloy’s memory was a fitting tribute to a man who embodied many characteristics that CNM students could learn from. Despite his background, Eloy worked his way up in the company through hard work and determination. He epitomized someone who was able to overcome many obstacles to become successful and worked tirelessly to raise scholarship funds for Hispanic students in New Mexico. Today, the scholarship endowment continues to fund and encourage CNM students to believe in their dreams and goals for the future. Supports like these are reasons why CNM ranked 9th highest in the nation among community college peers for number of two-year certificates awarded to Hispanic students and 16th highest for Associate degrees awarded to Hispanic students (Community College Week 2010 national rankings). Eloy’s scholarship provides assistance to Hispanic students to attend CNM who otherwise might not have been able to do so.
Jack and Donna Rust are well known in the New Mexico community for their generous philanthropy and the CNM Foundation and CNM students have been fortunate to have their friendship and support. This dedication to the people of New Mexico began decades before when Jack Rust owned and operated Rust Tractor Co., which was a Caterpillar heavy equipment and engine dealer. Based in Albuquerque, the company employed 425 workers upon Jack’s retirement and sale of the company to Wagner Equipment in 2002.

In 2005, Jack and Donna Rust made a significant and generous contribution to the CNM Foundation to establish an emergency fund to help students meet unforeseen personal financial problems that could prevent them from completing their education. As Donna Rust says, “A lot of times, it’s the little things that break the camel’s back.” Scholarships have been used for childcare expenses, transportation costs such as vehicle repairs or emergency bus passes, healthcare expenses including the purchase of eyeglasses, testing and certification fees, and daily living expenses such as grocery bills, as well as books, tools, and equipment.

A true testament to the impact of this strategic giving, more than 80% of Rust Opportunity recipients complete the semester in which they received help then graduate or continue on successfully in the following term. This is an incredible return on investment for awards that average less than $342. To help students continue to stabilize their situation, scholarship recipients are linked with CNM Achievement Coaches who provide bundled support services in academic and career coaching, income and work supports, as well as financial asset building assistance.

The Rust Opportunity Assistance Fund has served as an exceptional catalyst for local and national support in higher education at CNM. There have been national and local supporters who have provided additional donations to this original gift as the emergency fund concept has been proven to keep students in school and on track. More than 2,000 scholarships have been awarded to CNM students since its inception. The CNM Foundation continues to build this type of everlasting emergency support for CNM students.

I would like to thank everyone that has made it possible to pay my rent this month. Thank you so much for the help. I am so appreciative to CNM for the help. It means a lot to my children and I. Because of the rust scholarship we will not be evicted from our apt. I have fallen on hard times and just need a little help and the CNM Rust scholarship was there to help. I was very scared and felt so helpless thank you for lifting that burden off of my back. Thank you again for the help. Thank you to everyone who makes the rust scholarship possible. You are truly unseen angels.

Always,
Andrea Moreno
P.S. I can focus on school now!

Andrea Moreno, Dental Hygiene student
In the late '90s, the CNM Foundation was fortunate to be the beneficiary of two estates from Mr. William Park and Mr. Charles Saiz, which founded three endowment funds to help CNM students and trade programs.

Charles came from a hardworking family and he continued this tradition; serving in the military, attending college in St. Louis, and managing a restaurant in California before moving back to Albuquerque. William was a printer by trade, but also dabbled in mortgages and investments and lived his life frugally. These two individuals, along with Charles’ sister, Mary Jean, a former TVI student, carefully decided where and how to make an impactful investment in New Mexico. They decided to make the then-TVI Foundation the beneficiaries of their estates so that CNM students could use their education to improve New Mexico’s communities and businesses, in addition to improving their own lives and those of their families.

Future employability of CNM students will continue to rely on technical and trade skills training programs to remain competitive. Through these endowments, CNM students can learn up-to-date skills for high-tech industry equipment as well as general business technology. This, in part, led to their collaborative establishment of the Construction Trades Equipment Endowment, which provides funds for the purchase of equipment and technology for construction courses and programs. The other two endowments provide assistance directly to students. The GED Scholarship Endowment is for students who have received their General Equivalency Degree (GED) and are enrolled for credit classes at CNM. Awards provide needed financial assistance for tuition, books, or required course tools for their courses. The Trades Scholarship Endowment is for students enrolled in Plumbing, Electrical Trades, Carpentry, Air Conditioning and Heating, or Construction Management programs. Students in need of financial assistance are able to use awards for tuition or to purchase books or tools required for their courses. The long-standing impact of these endowments will continue to honor Charles and William and their belief in the power of education.
For more than 25 years, the PNM Resources Foundation has served to improve the quality of life in the communities served by the subsidiaries of PNM Resources. The Foundation has invested more than $7 million to fund nonprofit projects that meet community needs. Their number one priority is investing in education in New Mexico. An admirable $100,000 lead endowment gift for the CNM Student Success Fund was a way for PNM to ensure that students pursuing careers in green industries are able to successfully transition to the workforce.

It was not until the establishment of the PNM Renewable Technology Success Award that the Foundation was able to provide assistance focused on the last step for the students – the transition from school to the work world. Especially in Applied Technology fields, the costs to obtain equipment and industry standard licenses/certification can be substantial, and ultimately can delay or prevent students from entering the field they are trained in.

PNM provided an endowment to support CNM students during this critical transition. The PNM Renewable Technology Success Award offers students pursuing green careers like photovoltaic installation, solar thermal technologies, thin film manufacturing, sustainable building practices and energy rater certification, who are nearing the completion of their educational program, to help them make the transition from school to work. The award may pay for industry certification, testing fees, equipment, clothing, or other items needed to work in green technology fields. As the founding contributor of this type of award, PNM has demonstrated their commitment to ensuring that qualified CNM students do not encounter roadblocks to the completion of their education and the achievement of their workforce goals.

The PNM Renewable Technology Success Award is not just financial support, it is an incentive for students to complete a certificate or degree, knowing they will have the education, the qualifications, and access to the “tools of the trade” to compete and succeed in the job market. PNM established this fund in 2009, recognizing the important role community colleges can play during difficult economic climates when many look to re-tool their skills or change careers. PNM believes that our whole economy benefits when people seek to create a better, more sustainable living for themselves and their families.
A LEGACY OF INVESTING IN STUDENT SUCCESS

Alfred A. Abbott Scholarship Endowment
Born Achille Alfredo Abbate, Alfred arrived in America at the age of 9 unable to speak English. In 1930, Alfred began a military career in the Army and twenty-eight years later retired as a Lieutenant Colonel. He was always grateful to the nurses who served those fighting. Alfred went on to pursue a teaching career and later, dedicated his life to volunteering and giving back to several notable charities in the Albuquerque community, CNM being one of them as he created a named scholarship in 2000 to provide financial assistance to nursing students. Alfred was inducted in the Silver Horizons’ Senior Hall of Fame in 1998 for his generous spirit and notable accomplishments. Alfred, who celebrated his 100th birthday this year remains engaged in the quality of nursing students graduating from CNM and can take pride in knowing how his scholarship will last in perpetuity to impact the future generations of nurses.

Carl and Linda Alongi Scholarship Endowment
Established in 2006, the Carl and Linda Alongi Scholarship Endowment benefits accounting students at CNM. Fittingly, it also serves as a testament to the Alongis’ commitment to higher education and workforce development in New Mexico. Carl served on the CNM Foundation Board from 1994 to 2011 when he was honored as the first Emeritus Foundation Board Member.

Associated General Contractors Scholarship Endowment in honor of Robert J. Stamm
In 2004, the Associated General Contractors honored the retirement of Bob Stamm with a named endowment at CNM. Chairman emeritus of Bradbury Stamm, Robert Stamm has been a long-time champion of education in our community. His scholarship provides opportunity to CNM students pursuing a degree in Construction Technology.

Richard and Linda Barr Scholarship Endowment
Richard and Linda Barr have been long-time supporters of CNM since 1969. A former President and CEO of Presbyterian Healthcare, Richard was an active proponent for a Practical Nursing program and in the funding of the Associate Nursing degree and various health occupation programs at then TVI. He further went on to help establish TVI’s first endowment for the nursing program. In 1997, Richard was elected to then TVI’s Governing Board for three terms, also serving as chairman of the Board. Linda, RN, MN was one of the original founders of New Futures High School and served as the Health Director for many years. For twenty-five years, Linda chaired the TVI Nursing Advisory Committee. The Barrs have played a significant role in guiding the College through years of growth, change, and development and in 2005, they created a scholarship to support full-time students in CNM’s Associate Degree of Nursing program with a preference to those who are graduates of New Futures High School or are single mothers.

Noel D. and Frances C. Behne Scholarship Endowment
Noel and Frances Behne both share a love for education and have contributed significantly through service to nonprofit boards and organizations in our community. Noel worked in banking for more than 27 years and when he retired, he oversaw the TVI Foundation General Obligation Bond Fund Drive in a volunteer position for ten years. His leadership in this role was invaluable to the future of the College. In 2010, Noel and Fran decided to create a lasting legacy through a named scholarship to support CNM Nursing students, especially those students who may have overcome homelessness.
Jon Bentley Memorial Endowment
A lifelong educator and intellectual, Jon Bentley worked at then TVI as an English instructor from 1985 to 1998, when he became the Associate Dean of Arts and Sciences. With his unending quest for knowledge, Jon sought to make education meaningful and accessible for everyone. To honor his memory and the contributions he made to the College, family and friends rallied to create this endowment to provide support for CNM faculty and staff.

Bosomworth Workforce Scholarship Endowment
With a true belief that CNM provides an opportunity for New Mexicans to gain better paying jobs through workforce development, Doug and Joan Bosomworth made a lasting investment at CNM by creating a scholarship to aid students of the CNM Workforce Training Center. The Bosomworths established and funded an endowment which provides annual scholarships to working individuals who have a sincere desire to improve their workplace capabilities and earning power. Doug, a Motorola Vice President, served on the CNM Foundation Board of Directors from 1992 to 2000 and played an important role in developing Board policies. In retirement he led the Foundation Board as President from 1998 to 2000.

Fred C. and Priscilla M. Bottom Scholarship Endowment
Established in 1998 to honor his remarkable life, Fred was a retired Staff Sergeant from the Air Force and an active member of the Grant Chapel African Methodist Episcopal Church. He shared many years of friendship and love with his wife Priscilla and as a way to pay tribute to Fred, many friends and family worked to create a scholarship at CNM to provide needed assistance to students in the Health Occupations Department.

Boye Success Award Endowment
The Boye Foundation created this scholarship for students completing and graduating from CNM’s Liberal Arts programs through the School of Communication, Humanities, Social Sciences to help students successfully transfer on to a four year college.

Century Sign Builders Scholarship Endowment
Established in 2010, Century Sign Builders established a scholarship for CNM students who demonstrate an interest in Environmental Graphic Design and satisfactorily complete an internship within that field.
CHSS Art Scholarship Endowment
Established by CNM Art faculty, staff and students, the scholarship endowment is to provide financial assistance and encouragement to students in the art program at CNM.

CNM Alumni Scholarship Endowment
Alumni have rallied support to create a scholarship that is awarded to current CNM students.

CNM Minority Scholarship Endowment
CNM’s student population consists of a large percentage of ethnic minorities seeking a college education or workforce training. The diversity of CNM students is what makes for a unique learning experience at a campus where all are welcome and accepted. The student population consists of approximately 44% Hispanic, 7% are Native American, 3.7% are African American, 5% are multi-racial, and 2% are Asian. In 1993, several organizations and corporations, including Albuquerque Publishing Company, created a scholarship for students who demonstrated academic achievement and financial need to help them attain their educational goals.

Construction Specification Institute Scholarship Endowment
Construction Specification Institute (CSI) is a national association dedicated to creating standards and formats to improve construction documents and project delivery. The Albuquerque chapter is one of 146 chapters nationwide and is credited with being one of the Institute’s most active groups. The chapter’s members established a scholarship at CNM to support students working toward an Associate of Applied Science degree in Construction Management and ARDR.

Culinary Arts Scholarship Endowment
Established through donations from industry supporters, the Culinary Arts Scholarship Endowment supports students enrolled in the Culinary Arts program.

CVI Laser Photonics Scholarship Endowment
In 1999, CVI Laser, now operating as IDEX Corporation, established the Laser Photonics scholarship to support students who need financial assistance in CNM’s Photonics Technology program. Students must maintain at least a 2.0 grade point average and have completed two terms of the program.

Dorothy Sue’s GED Scholarship Endowment
Established by an anonymous donor as a memorial to his mother. This scholarship is to support GED students.

DSRM National Bank Scholarship Endowment
Designed to provide financial assistance to CNM students enrolled in an array of degree programs, the Diamond Shamrock Refining and Marketing (DSRM) National Bank created a scholarship endowment in 1997. Joseph Varro, CNM Foundation Board Member since 2005 and DSRM president, has continued DSRM’s commitment and leadership to support CNM students with financial need and CNM initiatives. Specifically, the DSRM National Bank Scholarship Endowment provides scholarships to CNM students enrolled in Accounting, Business Administration, Business Graphics, Computer Information Systems, Computing Technology, Electronic Technology, Paralegal Studies, or Project Management. The scholarship has provided CNM students undergoing difficult circumstances the opportunity to pursue a college education.

Chester French and Diana Stewart Presidential Scholarship Endowment
The French Family of Companies, Albuquerque’s largest and oldest family-owned funeral service company, continues to carry on a 100-year tradition of caring for New Mexico families. Chester French and Diana Stewart are avid supporters of many community causes and in 2011, the first Presidential Scholarship at CNM was named in their honor. Chairman of the French Family of Companies, Duffy Swan, sums up their philanthropy by saying “Chet and Diana may be described in a myriad of ways, but among the best descriptors, I believe, is that they are two people who provide incredible access and opportunities for others on a base of the highest ethical standards. One of the key values they hold is being generous with what God has entrusted to them... they look for ways to help others gain access to opportunities that will enrich and improve the quality of their lives—now and for the long-term.” A fitting tribute to Chester and Diana is this scholarship which will provide excelling high school, dual credit students with the opportunity to attend CNM with full educational costs covered.

Garcia Automotive Group Scholarship Endowment
The Garcia family is a dynasty in New Mexico that has a strong commitment to corporate giving and community involvement. Garcia Automotive Group is one of the premier auto dealerships groups in the Southwest. Their affinity for New Mexico’s culture, tradition, and community extends to CNM.
In 2000, the Garcia family endowed a scholarship fund that fuels students who are enrolled in CNM’s Automotive Technology program. The scholarship provides much needed support to those students who have demonstrated financial need and are making academic program toward their degree or certificate.
Phillip Gonzales Scholarship Endowment
Phillip Gonzales spent more than 40 years in the field of education – as a teacher, superintendent, lobbyist, member of the New Mexico Educational Retirement Board. As Foundation Board President, he was instrumental in the 1991-1992 reorganization of the Albuquerque TVI Foundation. In 1999, Phil created a lasting gift for students from the Pecos, Los Lunas, Las Vegas, Jemez Springs or Cuba school districts who choose to attend CNM in pursuit of higher education.

Adelina Gonzales-Vigil Scholarship Endowment
Adelina was a nurse at Lovelace Medical Center for twenty-six years, providing help and comfort to others whenever possible. A cancer survivor herself, Adelina recognized the importance of a nurse’s kindness to patients. Her untimely passing prompted family and friends to establish a scholarship endowment in her memory to carry on her spirit of compassion and generosity to others. Adelina was always willing to lend a helping hand and her scholarship continues on at CNM to aid nursing students.

Della and Floyd Hampton Memorial Scholarship Endowment
To honor her parents’ memory, a scholarship was created by Martha E. Root to provide support to CNM students who are single mothers.

Fred Hawker Scholarship Endowment
Established by his loving children in 2009, the Fred Hawker Scholarship Endowment is a further tribute to Fred’s legacy of providing opportunity to students at CNM. After serving in the Air Force, Fred attended both the University of Albuquerque and UNM as a part-time student, balancing work, family, and school. Later Fred became an instructor himself at the TVI. He found great joy in teaching as he believed in the ability of all his students. His scholarship not only carries on his name, but his spirit to help others. His scholarship provides assistance to students in CNM’s School of Business Information Technology.

Jim R. Higdon Scholarship Endowment
Jim brought a wealth of expertise and leadership to the CNM Foundation Board, serving from 2000 to 2009. He also served as President of the Board, giving graciously of his time to benefit CNM students and programs. In 2003, he bestowed a lasting gift to the College by establishing the Jim R. Higdon Scholarship Endowment which provides CNM students with financial assistance for tuition or to help purchase books or tools for their program courses.
W.D. Hollingworth Memorial Scholarship Endowment

The first TVI employee to create an endowment at the CNM Foundation, Ruth Tangman Marciano established the scholarship to honor her grandfather. Ruth, TVI Associate Vice President of Instruction from 1989 to 1998, was a point of pride for her grandfather as he believed in and cared about the work she was doing at then TVI. The scholarship provides support to students enrolled in CNM’s School of Business Information Technology, particularly those who may be single parents.

Lovelace Scholarship Endowment

Lovelace Health System created this scholarship in 2006 to support CNM Nursing students undergoing a financial crisis that could jeopardize their ability to maintain enrollment and completion of the program.

Carrie G. Lund Memorial/Organ Donation Awareness Scholarship Endowment

Carrie was a woman of reliance and dedication who put herself through nursing school while caring for her son as a single mother. A nurse in a surgery center, she was a strong supporter of organ donation. Her passing saved the lives of at least three others and has helped at least 40-60 others with her tissue donations. As a fitting way to honor the life of Carrie, her sister Amie, a former CNM instructor and her husband, Greg, gathered friends and family around the joyous occasion of their wedding to establish a scholarship at CNM for nursing students. Carrie’s education was so important to her and she ultimately achieved her goal of becoming a nurse. Now her scholarship will live on to support non-traditional students who are seeking a career in the health care profession so that they can increase their earning capabilities while supporting a family.

George J. Maloof Memorial Scholarship Endowment

Established in 1993 to recognize the life of well-known businessman George J. Maloof, Sr., this scholarship provides financial assistance to students enrolled at CNM and making satisfactory progress toward their degree or certificate.

Heather Mara Memorial Scholarship Endowment

In 1999, TVI lost a beloved friend, colleague, and Philosophy faculty member, Heather Hull Mara, who passed away after a courageous battle with cancer. Many at the college were impacted by the strength she showed during her illness and her dedication to the field of teaching and her students. After Heather’s passing, a scholarship fund was created at the TVI Foundation in her name.

Audrey A. Martinez and Paul A. Getz Scholarship Endowment

Established in 2010, the Martinez/Getz Family established a scholarship at CNM because they were fortunate enough to be helped in this way during their college education. They dedicated the scholarship to their parents who taught them that with hard work and perseverance, anything is achievable.
Ted F. Martinez Scholarship Endowment

Ted Martinez served as the second president of then TVI from 1989 to 1994. His endless commitment and enthusiasm toward bettering the educational and community landscapes left a significant impact on our College. A scholarship endowment was created in his honor to support CNM students who demonstrate academic excellence and overcome personal hardships.

Sherman and Cathy McCorkle Workforce Training Center Endowment

A beacon within our community, Sherman’s talents have benefitted entrepreneurialism and workforce development in New Mexico. His dedication to dozens of boards and organizations includes a lengthy service to the CNM Foundation Board of Directors. His commitment to higher education and economic development aided the funding for the CNM Workforce Training Center and in 1999, he established the Cathy and Sherman McCorkle Workforce Training Center Endowment, which provides innovative, customized training and courses designed for professional development and skills upgrade.

Dr. Janice E. Micali Scholarship Endowment

Jan Micali’s thirty-one years of service to the College didn’t stop after she retired as the Vice President of Student Services of then TVI. A highlight of her career was to help create the Community College Leadership Institute in 1997, which later was renamed in her honor. A former nurse and educator, Jan has continuously worked to improve the community in which she lives and be a champion for education and CNM students. In 2003, she was asked to serve on the CNM Foundation Board of Directors to provide her insight and leadership to carry the Board forward. Her named scholarship which has been supported personally and through friends, provides financial assistance to students who are single parents pursuing an associate’s degree or program certificate. The scholarship intentionally supports students who may need it most, with preference given to graduates of New Futures High School.

Modrall Sperling Law Firm Business Occupations Scholarship Endowment

Modrall Sperling is a distinguished local law firm that originated as far back as 1915. Today the Firm has offices in Albuquerque and Santa Fe and in addition to practicing cutting-edge civil law, Modrall Sperling demonstrates appreciation for their community through an impeccable record of community involvement – giving their time, energy, talent, and more. The Modrall Sperling Law Firm Business Occupations Scholarship supports Business Occupations students who demonstrate academic achievement.
Frances R. Moore Memorial Scholarship Endowment
The Institute of Financial Education established the Frances R. Moore Memorial Fund to honor one of its members – Frances Moore. The scholarship is awarded to students employed by a financial institution and attending CNM.

New Mexico Educational Assistance Foundation/ New Mexico Student Loan Guarantee Corporation Scholarship Endowment
NMEAF/NMSLGC established a scholarship at CNM to provide support to degree-seeking students with financial need. The Corporation has prided themselves on their ability to give back and help students locally.

New Mexico Facility Managers Association Scholarship Endowment
The Facility Managers Association of New Mexico consists of members dedicated to promoting the sharing of information, problem-solving and opportunities associated with operations, maintenance, and sustainability of facilities. In 2009, the Association generously established an endowment to support students enrolled in a trade program, such as mechanical trades, electrical, heating and air conditioning, or plumbing. The members of FMaNM fundraise each year to provide additional support for their scholarship and the students of CNM.

New Mexico Land Title Association/Chili Currier Scholarship Endowment
The Chili Currier Scholarship Endowment was generously founded by the New Mexico Land Title Association to honor member George “Chili” Currier. The Association has several endowments with New Mexico colleges and universities to assist in the education of New Mexico’s youth. Their scholarship at CNM was established in 1996 to provide financial assistance to students who are New Mexico residents and demonstrate good academic performance.

Mark Pardo Salon Endowed Scholarship in honor of A.J. “Pardo” Gonzales
As a tribute to his father who operated the Pardo Barber Shop, Mark Gonzales took over the business and has since expanded it as Mark Pardo SalonSpa. Mark attributed much of his success to his father’s teachings, continuing education and access opportunities. The Gonzales’ value of education is evident in the Mark Pardo Salon Scholarship, which supports CNM students in the Cosmetology program who need financial assistance.
Aaron Parker Lockwood Scholarship Endowment

As a loving tribute to honor her only child, the Aaron Parker Lockwood Scholarship is a testament to the memory of a young man whose life was filled with potential. A student who also worked while attending classes at then TVI, Aaron was studying communications and had a sincere interest in politics and writing when he was tragically involved in an accident. His scholarship provides opportunity to other students at CNM, especially those who are attending CNM part-time and pursuing majors such as Political Science, English or Journalism.

David Rhutasel Scholarship Endowment

David Rhutasel began his second career at TVI in 1999, where he was an instructor in the HVAC program. He found great pleasure in being able to teach students his skill and had planned to continue his new profession well past the traditional time for retirement. His legacy was honored by friends and family to establish a scholarship endowment to help students in the HVAC program.

Rodey Law Firm Scholarship Endowment

Rodey Law Firm is a nationally-recognized local law firm that has offices in Albuquerque and Santa Fe. The Firm has a commitment to community service, as demonstrated by the establishment of the Rodey Law Firm Scholarship Endowment, a scholarship that supports CNM students enrolled in the Paralegal program.

Amey P. Sanchez Scholarship Endowment

The wife of Dr. Alex A. Sanchez, TVI President from 1994-1998, was a Nebraska native raised in New Mexico’s Hondo Valley. In her memory, a scholarship was established to support students in need of assistance and who are pursuing an education in the technologies field.

Phil C. Sanchez Memorial Scholarship Endowment

In 2004, this memorial scholarship was created by Phil’s beloved parents and friends. Phil began teaching Communication Studies at then TVI in 1993. His tireless enthusiasm in and out of the classroom impacted hundreds of students. Today, Phil’s legacy continues to help college students complete their dreams of improving their lives through education.

Sandia Foundation Scholarship Endowment

Hugh and Helen Woodward established the Sandia Foundation in 1948 to benefit educational institutions and local nonprofits. One of those beneficiaries was the CNM Foundation and the establishment of the Sandia Foundation Scholarship Endowment at CNM to assist graduates of Albuquerque High School in completing their pursuit of higher education. The Sandia Foundation scholarship has helped students offset costs like tuition and books, living expenses, and basic needs that must be met before an education can continue.

Barbara Silva Book/Tool Scholarship Endowment

During her 41 years of service at CNM, Ms. Silva pioneered efforts to help students gain jobs in their fields, played a pivotal role in the development of Tax Help New Mexico, and was the first sponsor of the student newspaper and student government. To commemorate her retirement and to graciously provide a lasting gift to CNM students, the Barbara Silva Book/Tool Scholarship supports CNM students in a vocational/technical program who need help purchasing books or tools.
Judith Adina Simon Scholarship Endowment

Judith was one month short of her seventeenth birthday and ready to enter her senior year at Chaparral High School in Scottsdale, Arizona when an accident occurred that ended her life. She was a vivacious, bubbly and extraverted young woman who was active in the B’nai B’rith Girls, a Jewish service organization and youth group in which she held several leadership positions. She retained close contact with her Albuquerque friends from middle school and elementary school years and visited them often. Judith never met a person she did not like and had many friends. She also wrote essays for her English class in high school in which she discussed the importance of close family ties. As the middle child she held the family together with love for her parents, older brother and younger sister.

Judith was passionate about equality for women through education and equal opportunity for all members of society. Because of her concern for women who did not have the advantages she had, her scholarship fund is directed to those women who just need a friend or helping hand.

James P. Toler Scholarship Endowment

Originally recruited by then TVI’s first president, Louis Saavedra, James had a long and distinguished career as an educator for more than twenty years. James taught and served as the academic advisor to the Civil and Surveying Technology program and under his guidance, many of professional surveyors and skilled surveying technicians today in New Mexico learned their profession from him. His legacy and spirit lives on at CNM through his scholarship which was established by family, friends, and colleagues in 2008 to students within CNM’s Surveying and GIS programs.

TRW Space and Defense Scholarship Endowment

Established by the former company TRW Space and Defense, the scholarship supports CNM students who are working to earn a degree in Electronics Engineering Technology.
VK Memorial Scholarship Endowment
From an anonymous donor as a touching tribute to her parents, the VK Memorial Scholarship was created in 1996 to provide students with the chance for an education. The intent of the scholarship was to create opportunity for students attending CNM who are single parents and have demonstrated financial need. A reflection of truly giving back to the community and making an investment where she resided for more than thirty years, this anonymous donor supported then TVI because she felt it was ‘her community.’ This scholarship is available to students enrolled in any associates degree or certificate program and who has at least a 2.0 grade point average.

Ann and Peter Ziegler Scholarship Endowment
Former educators themselves, Ann and Peter Ziegler believe in the true power of education and created a lasting legacy by establishing a scholarship in 1998. They have continued their commitment to aid the dreams of CNM students, particularly those who are seeking a pathway to a brighter future. Their scholarship has supported students continuing their education who may be single parents.
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## Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY 10-11</th>
<th>FY 09-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating revenues:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifts and pledges</td>
<td>$681,372</td>
<td>$454,578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant revenue</td>
<td>$795,075</td>
<td>$631,203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total operating revenues</td>
<td>$1,476,447</td>
<td>$1,085,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating expenses:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions to CNM:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarships</td>
<td>$294,624</td>
<td>$170,475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program support</td>
<td>$1,189,862</td>
<td>$673,451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment and supplies</td>
<td>$38,605</td>
<td>$28,026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fund raising</td>
<td>$97,987</td>
<td>$91,222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General and administrative</td>
<td>$18,297</td>
<td>$21,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary support</td>
<td></td>
<td>$69,778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncollectible pledges</td>
<td>$(352)</td>
<td>$(5,232)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total operating expenses</td>
<td>$1,639,023</td>
<td>$1,048,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating income (loss)</td>
<td>$(162,576)</td>
<td>36,953</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Nonoperating revenues (expenses):** |            |            |
| Investment income        | $707,840   | 402,651    |
| Investment management fees| $(44,250) | $(24,306)  |
| Total nonoperating revenues| $663,590 | $378,345  |

| Contributions to permanent endowments: |            |            |
| Gifts and pledges       | $60,677   | $128,064  |
| Change in net assets    | $561,691  | $543,362  |
| Net assets, beginning of year | $4,378,898| $3,835,536|
| Net assets, end of year | $4,940,589| $4,378,898|

## Statements of Net Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY 10-11</th>
<th>FY 09-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current assets:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash and cash equivalents - unrestricted</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$44,143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash and cash equivalents - restricted</td>
<td>$528,345</td>
<td>$208,791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants receivable – restricted</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$13,779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges receivable – unrestricted, net</td>
<td>$2,248</td>
<td>$6,647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges receivable – restricted, net</td>
<td>$14,136</td>
<td>$20,123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other receivable – unexpendable</td>
<td>$14,675</td>
<td>$15,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other receivable – restricted</td>
<td>$117,612</td>
<td>$1,039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total current assets</td>
<td>$677,016</td>
<td>$310,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncurrent assets:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash and cash equivalents – restricted</td>
<td>$575,456</td>
<td>$664,803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments - restricted</td>
<td>$5,940,438</td>
<td>$3,544,679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges receivable – restricted, net</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$6,830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total noncurrent assets</td>
<td>$6,515,894</td>
<td>$4,216,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total assets</td>
<td>$7,192,910</td>
<td>$4,526,662</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Liabilities and Net Assets |            |            |
| Current liabilities:       |           |           |
| Cash Overdraft             | $80,666.00| —         |
| Accounts Payable           | $174,571  | $15,359   |
| Due to CNM                 | $48,415   | $38,890   |
| Deferred revenue           | $1,948,669| $93,515   |
| Total liabilities          | $2,252,321| $147,764  |

| Net assets:                |            |            |
| Unrestricted               | $(66,729)  | $(260,218) |
| Restricted, expendable     | $2,202,097 | $2,147,630|
| Restricted, unexpendable   | $2,805,221 | $2,491,486|
| Total net assets           | $4,940,589 | $4,378,898|
| Total liabilities and net assets | $7,192,910| $4,526,662|
For more than 20 years, the CNM Foundation has leveraged private funding resources and opportunities to support Central New Mexico Community College. As part of the Foundation’s strategy to support the success of CNM students, and moving them, “in, through, and out,” a menu was developed that provides giving opportunities to our valued supporters who care about the three types of students we serve: those seeking to transfer on to a four-year college, those who seek out CNM’s adult and basic education, and lastly, those who seek out CNM specifically hoping to develop their vocational and technical skills, the hallmark of which CNM was founded.

A contribution of any kind to one of these menu areas can provide opportunity for students through either a Momentum Gift that will aid students academically persisting in their program or through a Success gift that aids those nearing completion, providing that final encouragement toward graduation.

- **Arts and Sciences Programs Scholarship Endowment**: Provides scholarships to students in programs who will transfer into four-year institutions.
- **Career and Technical Programs Scholarship Endowment**: Provides scholarships to students in career and technical programs.
- **Adult and General Education Programs Scholarship Endowment**: Provides scholarships to students at CNM working to take the GED exam or who may have recently completed their GED and are beginning their college education.

Additional areas of endowment support provide a pathway for dual credit, high school students, enhancing faculty development and ensuring an ever-lasting emergency scholarship for students.

- **CNM Presidential Scholarship Endowment**: Provides scholarship support to exceptional dual credit students who select CNM as their gateway into higher education.
- **Faculty Development Endowment**: Provides faculty professional development opportunities to maintain a high quality and dedicated faculty base at CNM.
- **Rust Opportunity Assistance Endowment**: Provides emergency scholarships to students facing an unforeseen financial obstacle that may derail their education.

**Named Endowment Opportunities**

Donors wishing to create a lasting legacy with the CNM Foundation may consider a Named Endowment which will allow them to determine the endowment’s name and criteria. To create an independent endowment, a donor provides a contribution of $20,000 payable over five years. A permanent endowment within the Foundation creates a perpetual source of funding to benefit CNM and CNM students.

Gifts of all sizes help us realize our mission.

There are many ways to do so, including mailing a check in the enclosed envelope, visiting our website at cnm.edu/foundation and donating on-line or including a bequest to the CNM Foundation in your estate planning. If you would like personalized assistance to find out how your gift can change lives and build community, our staff is more than available to assist you at (505) 224-4685.